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In this work an investigation of the Regge properties of singular interatomic
potentials has been carried out. The inverse-twelfth power repulsion, Lennard-
Jones(6,4) and Lennard-Jones(12,6) potentials are considered, where a is inter¬
atomic separartion at zero potential and e is the minimum potential. The semi-
classical method requires that the reduced mass fi of the system remain constant
along the location of the Regge poles and residues. This gives rise to a constant
jK. The reduced variables K = E je and A = ka characterize coUi-
sion systems. The Lennard-Jones (6,4) potential with B=2350.000 approximates
the by Ar coUision system. From the Regge properties the approximate en¬
ergies, at and above which the semiclassical method ceases to function, are also
obtained for B=2350.000, 125.000, and 156.250 respectively. Some properties of
Regge trajectories for the potentials are also investigated.
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The objective of this thesis is to calculate the positions and residues of
Regge poles using the semiclassical method [1] for singular intermolecular poten¬
tials. We will also investigate at what values of the energy the Bohr-Sommerfel
[2] method ceases to be apphcable, i.e the approximate energies, at and above
which the method ceases to function. Regge pole and Complex Angular Momen¬
tum (CAM) techniques [3, 4] are powerful tools in scattering theory, yet it is
only recently that they have been applied to problems in atomic and molecular
physics. AppHcations have been made in small-angle electron scattering [5] and
for transitions in atoms and molecules [6].
Complex energy eigenvalues are more famihar than CAM eigenvalues, so
we will consider them first. With I restricted to (physical) integer values , complex
eigenenergy can be written
= > 0; r„ > 0; n = 0,1,2,... (1.1)
where En is the resonance energy and r„ is the resonance width. The quantum
number n distinguishes between different eigenvalues. The time evolution factor
1
2
for the wavefunction gives a physical interpretation to r„ :
g-ifnt/ftp _ g-rnt/ft (1.2)
This equation shows that the system decays exponentially in time, with a Hfe time
of Tfi = A small value of r„ corresponds to a long lived state, whilst a short
lived state has a large value of r„. Note that, classically, energy and time are
conjugate variables.
By keeping E real and allowing I to be complex-valued the eigenvalues can
be written
= + 4'’>0; » = 0,1,2 (1.3)
Where is the real part and /W is the imaginary part, determines the
rotational state of the system. The physical interpretation of is that the
system decays exponentially with scattering angle 0 according to
at the position l^K Note that Eq.(1.4) is similar to Eq.(1.2). In an analogous
way, 1//^*^ can be called the ‘the angular life’ of the system. When l/l^^ is small,
the system orbits many times before decaying , whereas a large value of l/l^^
corresponds to a short lived state . For a bound state, l/l^^ —> 0, and therefore
1/'? —)■ oo, i.e. the atoms orbit each other forever without the system decaying;
this, of course, is what is meant classically by a bound state.
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The conventional quantum approach to atomic scattering problems ex¬
presses the solution as a partial waves series, where the summation variable is the
orbital (or total) angular momentum quantum number. Unfortunately, a partial
wave series is very slowly convergent when the wave length for the colBsion is
much smaller than the range of the potential. Typically the number of partial
waves required is of the order kR, where k is the asymptotic wave number and R
is the range of the potential. For a potential with a Coulombic tail, the partial
wave series for the scattering amplitude is actually divergent [7].
When a partial wave series is available, we are therefore frequently in the
frustrating position of knowing an exact (formal) solution of the scattering prob¬
lem, yet being unable to understand the phenomenon it describes, owing to the
slow convergence of the partial wave expansion. This slow convergence can often
be overcome by allowing the angular momentum to be complex-valued and using
the Watson transformation to convert a slowly converging partial wave expansion
into a more rapidly converging series [7].
CAM and the Watson Transform were originally introduced in 1918 to
analyze the diffraction and scattering of short-wavelength electromagnetic waves
[8]. The use of these techniques received a considerable boost in 1959 when Regge
applied them in elementary particle physics, thereby focusing attention on the
properties of the Regge poles and residues. However, it is interesting to note that
there have been relatively few appHcations of these powerful! techniques to short-
wavelength scattering problems, which was their original domain of application.
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Exact numerical methods have been developed for calculating Regge po¬
sitions In and residues for intermolecular potentials of the LJ type [9]. These
calculations have been used to test the accuracy of approximate semiclassical
expressions for and Very good agreement between the semiclassical and
quantum results has been found [10, 1].
The exact quantum and semiclassical methods produce purely numerical
In and r„. However, there is an important need for simpler analytic formula that
can be used to understand (and predict) the main properties of the Z„ and r„. For
example, when the energy E is well above the orbiting case, all exact quantum and
semiclassical calculations so far, have resulted in linear Regge trajectories [10, 11].
No explanation of this hnear behavior has been given nor is it known under what
condition non-linear trajectories can occur (if at all). For orbiting values of E
and bound-state energies, an accurate and approximate formula for the Regge
trajectories has been derived [11]. Regge trajectories calculations for singular and
non-singular potentials using ancdytical methods have been investigated [12].
A particular example of the simplicity of semiclassical formula is given by
the generalized Bohr-Sommerfeld condition for the pole position [1]:
T f ” P{ln-,r)dr = {n + l/2)7r;
n Jai^
n = 0,1,2,..., (1.5)
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where p{ln',r) is the complex-valued classical radial momentum
P{ln;r) \ 2fi{E - F(r) -
h\l + ll2f
2fir^ } (1.6)
The replacement of l{l + 1) by {I + 0.5)^, called the Langer substitution [13], has
been made in Eq.(1.6). The relevant turning points ai^ and in Eq.(1.5) are
two complex roots of p(Z„;r) = 0. The quantum number n in Eq. (1.5) can be
thought of as a ‘quasi-vibrational’ quantum number for the system as it leaks out
of a complex potential well. E is the collision energy and V(r) is the LJ type
potential.
In the present thesis, an intermolecular potential between the H'^-Ar col¬
lision is defined by [11]
nr) = -C-)\ (1.7)
The Bohr-Sommerfeld condition for this the LJ(6,4) potential can be written as
T” J[A2 - (27/4)A2(l/z6 - 1/zV/K - = (n + l/2)7r (1.8)
''a,- V Z-*
where A = kr and K — — are called reduced variables. The choice of these
parameters practically approximates the elastic scattering of by Ar.
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This thesis continues with Chapter 2 which discusses, in further detail,
properties of partial waves. Chapter 3 gives the introduction for complex angu¬
lar momentum. Finally, Chapter 4 discusses the various results for the singular
interatomic potentials, including their Regge trajectories.
Chapter 2
Properties of Partial Waves
2.1 General Theory of Scattering
We shall be mainly concerned with coUision problems, more precisely, semi-
classical scattering theory which finds its most natural appHcation in the inter¬
pretation of atomic and molecular beam experiments.
One generally uses a beam of particles coming, for instance, from an ac¬
celerator. These particles have momenta ranging around some mean value k and
they constitute a packet whose position is more or less well-defined in space. This
packet travels, deforming itself as time goes on, since the particles do not have
quite the same velocity, until it hits a target. Some particles collide with the
atoms or the nuclei of the target while some others pass without suffering any
interactions.
The first group is scattered in all directions, as a cloud diverging from the




In some instances, one has to deal not with such beam of many particles,
but with only one particle. However, one particle description of such an experi¬
ment is statistical in its character. Now we shall say that the wave function
of the initial particle obeys the free-particle Schrodinger equation:
ih
dt (2.1)
The wave function <^(r,t) is in fact a superposition of plane waves whose momenta
range about a mean value k, and it is localized as a wave packet of a finite
extension. This packet travels, deforming itself until it hits a target. At this
point, we have to take into account the interaction between the particles and the
target by introducing a localized potential so that the Schrodinger equation now
reads
= -^VV(r,0 +V(rV(r,t). (2.2)
After a long time has elapsed, the probabiHty density of the particles inside the
target has gone to zero, and </^(r,t) again satisfies the free particle Schrodinger
equation (2.1), but it is split into two parts: a first one, analogous to the initial
wave packet, is a superposition of plane waves whose momenta range around k, its
total probability, however, being less than that of the incoming packet. A second
part is made up of outgoing spherical waves whose momenta range in absolute
values around lk| and which looks like an exploding cloud. Their total probabiHty
is the scattering probabiHty of the incoming packet. As the time of the colHsion
9
is more or less well defined, the outgoing wave cloud, which is emitted at that
time, will be localized in space and its radius will expand with a velocity Ar/m.
As its probability (he., / \(p^cloud\d?r) wiU stay constant after emision, its wave
function has to decrease hke the inverse radius as this radius increases.
It is possible to give a complete mathematical analysis of this behavior of a
wave packet. However, it wiU be simpler, from a purely mathematical standpoint,
to replace the incoming packet by a pure plane wave. The price to pay for such
a simpHfication is that momentum and energy are then absolutely defined, and it
is no longer possible to foUow the scattering process in space and time. We must
then use the time-independent Schrodinger equation which will be satisfied by the
total wave function
+ [A:^ - y(r)]^(r-) = 0. (2.3)
Here we have used E = j2m and, for simpHcity, we have chosen a system
of units such that the mass of the particle is 1/2 and %=! . For values of r
corresponding to points outside the target, i.e., such that the potential is zero,
^(r) wiU satisfy the free-particle Schrodinger equation. Moreover we have seen
that the wave function, in that exterior region, may consist of three parts:
a) a plane wave corresponding to the incoming packet,
b) another plane wave, with the same momentum, corresponding to the part of
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the incoming packet that did not suffer collision and
c) an outgoing wave corresponding to a scattered particle.
The two plane waves, in a time-independent theory, can not be separated
and join to form a single wave, say As for the outgoing wave, we know that
the absolute value of its momentum is k and that it decreases like l/r; thus it has
necessarily the form
^ikr
f{9,(p) r = |r|
r
for large enough values of r. Here we have introduced a spherical coordinate
system whose axis is directed along the incoming momentum. In the most frequent
case, the potential depends only on r, and particles wiU be scattered just as often
in any two directions, making the same angle 0 with the incoming momentum, so
that f{9,(p) OTf{9) is called the scattering ampHtude.
It is easy to relate the scattering ampHtude and the scattering cross section.
In fact, the incoming wave function corresponds to a unit density, and to a flux
equal to the velocity 2k of incoming particles, while the number of particles per
unit time scattered in the soHd angle dfl around 9 is equal to 2k\f{9) r~^ dfl =
2k\f\^dn. By definition, the scattering cross section dcr for this process is the ratio





It is also shown in any text on scattering theory that the exact quantum mechan¬
ical formula for SCS is given by Eq.(2.4) [14].
Let us now see how we shall formulate a scattering problem: find a solution
^(r) of the time-independent schrodinger equation Eq.(2.3), behaving, for large
enough value of r, as
^(r) = + f{d)— + 0{l/r). (2.5)
r
By 0(l/r) we mean a quantity which goes to infinity. The ultimate goal of
the problem is in fact to determine from ’^(r) the exact form of the scattering
amplitude /(^), which is the interesting quantity, since it gives the scattering cross
section through Eq. (2.4).
2.2 Separation of the Schrodinger Equation in
Partial Waves
We shall thus now begin to study the scattering from a spherically sym¬
metric potential.
Let us now go to the separation of the angular variables in scattering.
It is assumed that the reader is already familiar with the elementary quantum-
mechanical theory of the angular momentum. However, we recall here the main
results for the sake of completeness and to define the notation [15].
Let us choose the z-axis in the direction of the incoming beam. The wave
function ^(r) depends only upon the radial coordinate r = |r|, and upon the
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angle 0 between the z-axis and r but not upon the third polar coordinate (j). This
already achieves in a simple way the elimination of one variable. To eliminate the
second variable 0, we separate ^(r) according to the eigenvalue of the angular
momentum squared = l{l + l),hy writing
$(r) = V ^^Pi{cose) (2.6)
/=o
where Pi{cos9) is the usual Legendre polynomial of degree 1. The 3D Schrodinger
equation then decomposes into a set of ID equations involving separately each
one of the yi{r):
d^yijr)
dr^
+ [k^ y(r) /(/+1)r2 ]yi{r) = 0. (2.7)
The last term in the bracket is the familiar centrifugal barrier term. The presence
of the coefficient l/r in the right hand side of Eq. (2.6) implies that yi{r) has to
go to zero at the origin r = 0. Otherwise, $(r) would have a singularity at r = 0,
which would render its physical interpretation impossible.
The properties of the partial wave functions yi{r) for large values of r may
be easily deduced from Eq. (2.7). When r is large enough, we can neglect the V(r)
and l{l + as compared with the constant k^, so that the radial Schrodinger
equation Eq.(2.7) takes the simple form
4? + = 0.
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The solution of that equation is proportional to sinikr^ai), where a; is any fixed
phase. We shall choose to write
yi{r) Cl sin{kr (2.8)
where we have separated the phase —y which is introduced by the centrifugal
barrier term when there is no potential. Actually, it may be shown that the
solution of the equation
d^yi
dr^
+ [k^ l{l + 1)7*2 ]yi{r) = 0
is given by Eq. (2.8), with ai = 0. We can thus say that the so-called phase shift
ai is completely determined by the potential V(r), and ai vanishes together with
V(r).
It wiU be useful to relate the asymptotic form of the radial wave function
(2.8) to the asymptotic form of the wave function (2.5) in order to get relations
between the scattering amplitude and the phase shifts. The superposition of in¬
coming spherical wave functions which behave like for r large and outgoing
waves which behave like fr. Eq.(2.8) wiU then appear as
yi{r) 2i^ ^r—+00 (2.9)
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and we shall use for the asymptotic behavior of the plane wave,
gifez ^ J (2.10)
1=0 ’’
l^(r) = {21 + 1) r i' ji{kr) (2.11)
As the scattering process creates only outgoing waves, all the incoming spherical
wave part of yi must pertain to e**'’’, so that we must identify the second term of
Eq. (2.9) with the corresponding term of Eq. (2.11). That fixes the value of the
coefficient G([15] as
Gi =—(2.12)k
so that, putting Eq.(2.12) in to Eq.(2.9), we get a more precise form of the PW
asymptotic behavior:
(2.13)
We can now isolate the contribution of the plane wave e'*'* to the partial
wave yi{r) by writing
yi{r) = T/(r-) + yr{r) (2-14)
so that the scattered partial wave yi’'^{r) will just be the contribution of the
scattered wave function f{0)^^ to the angular momentum. It is easy to relate it
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to the phase shift, since
2/4-1 2/ -I- 1
»„(>•) = vM - y:{r) = - 1) = single*"’. (2.15)
We check that it is purely outgoing, as it should be. It is very easy now to compute
the scattering amplitude, by summing up the series Eq.(2.6)
°° vi/rl °°
$(r) = X) ^Pl(cos^) = E Yi(r)Pi(cos0) + E ^^^-^Pl(cos^). (2.16)
1=0 1=0 1=0 **
The first series on the right-hand side reconstitutes the incident plane wave, and
the second term is a sum of purely outgoing waves, and we find Eq. (2.5),
^(r) + —f{k\cose) (2.17)
r
with
f{k^,cosd) = E —T— sincTi Pi{cosO). (2.18)
z=o ^
By analogy with the name of the scattering amphtude for f{k^,cos6), we shall
call partial-wave amphtude the quantity
ai{k^) iai— e ‘ sznaik (2.19)
which appears in the series Eq. (2.18).
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Another very useful formula is the inverse formula, which allows us to
compute the partial wave amplitude from the scattering amplitude:
ai{k^) = - [ Pi{cos9)f{k'^,cos0)dcos92 J-i (2.20)
which is easly checked from Eq.(2.18) by using the well known formula (orthogo¬
nality relation of the Legendre polynomials)
/>+ !
• '
1 1 = m
/ Pli^X^pYn(^X^dx — ^Im — ^
J-l
0 1 ^ m
2.3 Study of the Radial Equation
Now that all kinematical features imphed by angular momentum conser¬
vation have been taken care of, we are left with the essential dynamical problem
of relating the phase shift ct; to the potential V(r). In mathematical terms the
problem appears as follows: to find a solution of Eq. (2.7), which vanishes at
the origin (in order to be physically interpretable), and comparing its asymptotic
form with formula Eq. (2.13) to find the phase shift cr;.
The asymptotic form of yi{r) is stiU given by Eq. (2.9), up to a constant
factor. We shall express it in terms of incoming and outgoing waves as
(2.21)
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The coefficients (f>^ and which are defined by Eq. (2.21), are called the dost
functions. As yi{r) is real, cj)'^ and (f>~ are complex conjugates of each other. By
comparing with Eq. (2.13), for example, we can deduce immediately:
= (2.22)
SO that the problem of determining the phase shifts is now replaced by that of
determining one of the dost functions.
2.4 Analytic Properties of the Partial-Wave
Amplitude
The normalization we have used to define ui is very useful, as we see that,
in general, yi wiU vary very smoothly if we vary any of the parameters in Eq.
(2.7). The reason is that in the immediate neighborhood of r=0 , yi[k^,r) does
not vary appreciably if we modify for example. As + l)/r^ decreases, the
variation of yi[k^,r) with k^ will be more and more important with increasing r,
but it sets in so gradually that one does not expect any anomaly for any given
r. Such an analysis of solutions of differential equation had already been made
[4] and under suitable conditions, the solutions of a differential equation are so
smooth that they are analytic functions of the parameters in the equation. With
a slight extention, this is also true in our case, so that it may be proved that
yi{k^,r) is in fact an analytic function of k^.
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In fact we shall proceed as follows; we shall consider the radial schrodinger
equation
+ I*:' - V{t) - = 0
for any real or complex values of the parameter k^. We shall only consider the
solution of that equation such that tends to 1 when r tends to zero, which
defines completely the solution. Then we shall define the Jost functions
by studing the asymptotic behavior of yi{r) for large value of r Eq. (2.21), and
we shall define the phase shifts 8i[k'^) through Eq. (2.22) as the quotient of the
two Jost functions will allow us to get much more insight in the way this phase
shift can vary as a function of .
After having solved Eq. (2.22), it will be possible to obtain information
about the physical values of 5;(fc^) just by restricting k"^ to be real and positive.
The only non-simple question in Eq. (2.22) is to see if we can actually
define the Jost functions. We shall actually see that there are two sets of values of





3.1 General Semi-classical Theory for Regge
Poles
In this thesis, we present the calculation of the location of Regge poles of an
actual interatomic potential. Regge pole theory has been applied widely in high-
energy physics, but generaly is not used in atomic physics. However, in recent
years, the Regge pole idea has proven to be practical for describing elastic atom-
atom scattering[16]. The advantage of this description is the same advantage that
led Watson and Sommerfeld[8] to develop the technique for a different problem.
It provides important simpHfications. The conventional partial wave description
of scattering is adequate but tedious because hundreds or sometimes thousands
of partial waves are needed. However, by a suitable transformation, as in section
3.2, the sum over partial waves may be replaced by a shorter sum involving Regge
poles. Among the advantages are that there are fewer parameters and that the




The standard partial wave sum may be written as
/W = ^E(2'+l)e“'«(cos9),
where Si is the phase shift, and S-matrix elements are given by 5 = Watson
and Sommerfeld [8] noted that if one considers the summand to be a continuous
function of complex I, and multipHes it by sec(/ + 1/2), then the sum is exactly
equivalent to an integral around a contour that encloses the positive real I axis.
Further, if the S-matrix element is analytic except for isolated poles in the first
quadrant, the contour can be deformed to lie along the imaginary I axis. Then the
scattering amplitude is obtained from this "background” integral and the residues
of the poles of the S matrix in the first quadrant. This transformation is useful if
the scattering amplitude is dominated by a relatively simple sum over a few poles.
These poles occur at values of I where ui(R) (by definition bounded at the
origin) has no asymptotic incoming part. It is well known that these poles may
represent bound states or resonant states.
Clearly, in the limit as i2 —> 0, all interatomic potentials are coulombic,
and in general they can be written as sums of coulombic potentials . However, at
moderately small distances, interatomic potentials are very steeply repulsive, and
can be approximated by
V{R) ~ A/R^
21
with n ranging from 6—10. Accordingly, it is reasonable to expect that the analytic
behavior of the scattering matrix 5(A) should be approximately the same as that
which would arise from a highly singular repulsive potential. This assumes that
5(A) is stable with respect to changes in the potential in the classically forbidden
region near the origin. The WKB theory presents the extension of such stabihty.
The analytic behavior of 5(A) for a singular potential is simpler than that
of the coulombic potential [4]. At the inner turning points, the effective potential
v{R) = V{R) + {l + 1/2YI2hR
is dominated by the strongly repulsive part of V(R), which increases much more
rapidly than the centrifugal term. Hence there is no asymmetry in I introduced
by the boundry condition at the origin, and it is difficult [4] to show that
5(-A) = 5(A) (3.1)
It follows, of course, that for every pole or zero of S at A there is a corre¬
sponding pole or zero at —A. Furthermore, it is known that S can have no poles in
the fourth quadrant and zeros in the first quadrant. It follows from Eq.(3.1) that
poles of S will appear only in the first and third quadrants (symmetrically) and
zeros only in the second and fourth quadrants. Finally 5*(A*) = 5“^(A) where
(*) stands for complex conjugate, the zeros must be complex conjugates of the
poles. This behavior is illustrated in Fig.(3.1).
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The formalism for semiclassical calculation of Regge poles was presented
by Connor [11]. Connor considered the situation in which the potential contains a
barrier, so that for real E and real I there are three turning points. We supplement
his results by considering the case in which the potential does not contain a barrier.
Now a few words about bound states are appropriate. Consider the effective
potential v(R) generated from the potential function. For E < 0, some of the
Regge poles represent bound vibrational states, and all of the Regge poles can be
calculated semiclassicaUy from the usual Bohr-Sommerfeld quantization condition.
In usual bound-state calculations, I is fixed as a positive integer, and one asks at
what(discrete) values of E there is a pole of the S matrix, i.e., a bound state.
In the calculation of Regge poles, however, the question is turned around: first,
fixing the value of E, one asks for what value of I there is a pole of the S-matrix.
The positions of this set of poles {Z„(FJ)} are continuous functions of the energy;
when one of these poles is equal to a positive integer, then there is a bound state
at that value of I and E. There are, however, additional Regge poles that do not



















Figure 3.1: Symmetry of poles(x) and zeros(o) of the S-matrix in the complex A
plane.
24




with the usual Langer modification, we obtain the radial Schrodinger equation
+ + = (3.3)
The boundary conditions for the regular solution are
ui{R) 0 (3.4)
and
ui{R) + (-l)'+'5,e'''^. (3.5)
The ‘S matrix’ defined by Eq. (3.5) for positive integer I and real E, can be
analytically continued into the complex /-plane; we shall always consider E to be
real. With suitable restrictions on V(R), one can prove that S{1) is a meromorphic
function at least in the right half plane, having only isolated poles.
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3.2 Interpolation Between Physical Values of
Angular Momentum
Consider two different kinds of potentials: the Coulomb potential and the
3D harmonic oscillator potential. They have several features in common. They
are exactly solvable [17], and they have an infinite number of bound states, most
of which are degenerate. It is customary to label the bound states by the angular
momentum /, the magnetic quantum number m, and a total quantum number n,
which is simply the rank of the state in the energy sequence. It is clear that this
total quantum number is something rather odd [18]: a small perturbation splits
the degeneracy of the levels and therefore one would have to modify completely
the definition of the total quantum number.
The value of the energy and angular momentum of the bound states on
a (f, plot is shown in Figure.3.2 [15]. Smooth lines join states with the same
internal quantum number, for Coulomb potential. Is it then possible to interpolate
in some sense these lines in a well-defined fashion?
The easiest way to make this interpolation appears to be to vary I in the
RSE. If one considers 1 as a parameter, the radial equation still has solutions,
which may stiU be labeled by the precise definition of the interpolation curve
shown in fig.(3.2).
The dost functions 0^(1, P) are analytic functions of the parameters[3].
The bound states are given by the zeros of fc^)[15], and therefore we stiU get
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Figure 3.2: Smooth lines joining states with the same internal quantum number
for Harmonic potential
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curves of interpolation by solving the (f>'^(I, k^)=0 with respect to 1. Let us denote
a solution by I = a(fc^).
For negative real k^, (j)^{l,k^) is real for I real (For k^ real and negative,
the wave function ui{k^,r) is real, and, if we define K = y/—k^, the exponentials
giifp asymptotic form of ui[k^,r) are real, so that the coefficients of these
exponentials, i.e., the Jost functions, have to be real.), and the function I = a^k"^)
is real. For positive real k^, 4>'^{l,k'^) is no longer real, and the solution I = a{k^)
becomes in general complex.
We have thus to consider not only non-integer values of I but also complex
ones. This extention allows ai{k^) as defined by Eq.(2.19) to be considered as
a function of both complex I and k^, which is analytic in I except at the zeroes
I = a[k^) of (l)'^(l,k^). These zeroes are poles for ai[k^), and are named after
Regge, who first introduced them into the field of strong interaction.
3.3 The Sommerfeld-Watson Formula
We know already that whenever a Regge pole goes through an integer value
of Z, it corresponds to a bound state at precisely that energy. In fact, that is how
we introduce the whole concept of noninteger angular momentum. To obtain
more quantitative connection, we have to introduce a formula currently called the
Sommerfeld-Watson formula. Our starting point is the well known partial wave
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representation of the scattering ampKtude, namely [19]
OO
f{k^,cos6) = ^(2/ + l)ai{k^)Pi{cos9). (3-6)
1=0
We may observe that all functions on I in the right-hand side may be interpolated
by analytic functions of I, ai[k^) by the ‘partial wave amplitude’ defined by the
radial equation, where I is taken as an arbitrary parameter. Pi{cos6) may be
defined also as analytic functions of 1: They are the solution of the Legendre
equation, which is regular and equal to 1 at cos9=l.
There is a very general procedure that says if one has a series whose terms
are analytic functions of the index then it is possible to view it as a sum over
residues of the poles in the following way. Consider the function
{21 + l)ai{k^)Pi{cose)
sin{'Kl)
as a function of 1. It has poles at each integer coming from zeros of simvl. It also
has poles for noninteger I, which are the Regge poles of ai{k^). If we encircle all
positive integers by a contour Ci, Fig.(3.3), and integrate with respect to I along
(7i, we can deform the contour of integration and split it into small circles around
the integer. The integral around each can be calculated by Cauchy’s formula. We
get, up to a factor of 2f(—the terms of the series(3.6). The factor -2i is
harmless, but the factor of ( — 1)^ has to be taken care of.
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This is possible by writing Pi{—cos6) = {— iyPi{cosd) for integer 1. We
then end up with the formula[3, 19]
f{k\cose) = ~J^if {21 + l)ai{k^)Pi{—cosO)sin{-Kl) dl. (3.7)
The main interest of this Sommerfeld-Watson representation of the am¬
plitude is that we are stiE free to change the integration path Ci by continuous
deformation. UsuaUy, it is deformed into a contour which has the advantage of
putting in evidence the individual contribution of the Regge poles. Indeed, each
contribution may be calculated by using Cauchy’s formula. As before we caU
ai{k^) the different solutions I = ai{k^) of (f)'^{l,k^) = 0, which give the locations
of Regge poles, and get[15]
f(u2 (2/ + l)ai{P)Pi{-cose) ^ l3i{k^)P^.(^k^){-cose)^ 2 J-i/2-ioo sin{'Kl) ^ sin{‘Kai{k'^))
(3.8)
where I3i{k^) stands for the integral (2Z -j- l)ai(fc^) dZ around the pole a^.
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Figure 3.3: The complex I plane with integer and non-interger poles.
Chapter 4
Semi-classical Calculation of
Regge Poles for Singular
Potentials
4.1 Semi-classical (WKB) approximation
The radial Schrodinger equation is
dr^
+ p(£ - V{t) - /(/+ 1)^^ )$(r) = 0, (4.1)
where I is the orbital angular momentum number, fj, is the reduced mass of the
system, E is the collision energy and V(r) is the potential, which is assumed to
be of the LJ type.
In a RP theory, E is treated as a real parameter, but the requirement that
I = 0,1,2,... is relaxed and I is allowed to take on continuous complex values. The
boundary conditions for a Regge pole I = ln{E) n = 0,1,2,... are






where k = s/TfiE jh is the wave number. The S matrix S(i) is defined by [20]
^ ^ ^—ikT-\-i\lTr Cf 1\e ' ^ -5(0 e 2 (4.4)
And when I is close to the pole the S matrix can be written
(4.5)
where r„ is the residue of the pole. Since E occurs as a real parameter in Eq.
(4.1) and both r„ and are functions of E, that is
V — T ciTidi Ifi —
The path traced out by in the complex I plane as E varies from — oo to oo is
called the Regge trajectory.




)p(L;r) = 2/i(E - y(r) (4.6)
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and the Langer substitution of (/„ + 1/2)^ for Iniln + 1) has been used [13]. The
right-hand side of Eq.(4.6) is the classical momentum except that it may take on
complex values. The semiclassical wave function is clearly not valid close to real
or complex values of r (the turning points) satisfying
p{ln;r) = 0.
When I is real in Eq.(4.1), it is well known that for a certain range of I and E
values, the effective potential Vi{r), defined by
Vi{r) = F(r) + {I + l/2yh^2/xr^
can have a barrier in addition to a well. This situation gives rise to three real
turning points in the complex r plane[l]. When the boundary conditions Eq.(4.2)
and Eq.(4.3) are imposed , the Regge pole becomes complex valued with a small
imaginary part [1].
As E increases, the turning points move closer together until they coalesce
for E equal to the barrier maximum of the effective potential Vi(r). For large
value of E, turning points become complex valued, with each turning point the
complex conjugate of the other one. This is illustrated clearly by Connor et a/.[l].
There may be many other turning points in the complex r plane depending
on the nature of the potential V(r). These other turning points are assumed to
be of no consequence in the semiclassical analysis [20, 13].
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The semiclassical Regge pole position is given by [1]
1
r(/n) = i r)dr = (n. + l/2)7r; n = 0,1,2,ft (4.7)
where p{ln,r) is the same as in Eq.(4.6) and the quantum number n is can be
thought of as a ‘quasi-vibrational’ quantum number. Eq.(4.7) is called the Gener¬
alized Bohr-Sommerfeld quantization formula. The corresponding Regge residue
are obtained from [1]
rn
2 ^ dl (4.8)
where 5(/n) is a WKB phase given by
S{Q = hm ^ p(Z; r')dr' - kr] + ^7r(Z + 1/2). (4.9)
4.2 Numerical Methods
The Regge pole positions were found from the quantization formula Eq.(4.7)
by iterative techniques similar to those described by Delos and Carlson [10].
The position of the n=0 pole is found first. To do this an initial guess for
is made. The turning points a = a[lo), c = c{lo) and e = are then calculated
iteratively by Newton’s method in the complex r plane. An initial guess for the
turning points can be made by computing p^{lo,r) in the complex r plane and
looking for the zeroes of this function. It is important to have a good initial guess
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for the turning points since the iterative procedure may converge to one of the
other turning points present in the complex r plane.
The integration path consists of straight line segments connecting the turn¬
ing points, chosen in such a way that the branch cuts associated with p{l; r) are
not crossed.
Finally the initial guess for is improved by Newton’s method in the com¬
plex I plane. After an accurate value for has been found, n can be incremented
by one unit and the whole procedure repeated to find the Regge pole positions at
a given energy. By incrementing E, the poles at higher energies can be found.
A problem that can arise is the initial guess for lo- We found it useful to
compute the turning points a(Z), c{l) and e(/) for complex I values. Inspection of
the turning points positions in the complex r plane then helped to make an initial
guess to lo-
4.3 Results for the LJ(12,6) Potential
The semi-classical results are compared with quantum calculations in Table
1 and 2 [7]. The results are for the LJ(12,6) potential defined by,
F(r) = 4e[(^ (4.10)r r
with reduced variables of K = 1.8 and = 15.0. The semi-classical results
are from Eq.(4.7) and Eq.(4.8), whilst the quantum calculations were done by the
complex coordinate method [2]. It can be seen from Table 1 that the semi-classical
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Table 4.1: Quantum results for the Regge pole positions and residues of the
LJ(12,6) potential with reduced variables oi K = 1.8 and A<7=15.0.
n Re{ln) Re{rn) Im{rn)
0 21.350 2.072 -6.444 1.530
1 20.566 4.775 7.879 5.236
2 20.291 7.670 2.716 -3.193
3 20.477 10.462 0.224 -1.490
4 20.953 13.010 0.085 -0.679
Table 4.2: Semiclassical results for the Regge pole positions and residues of the
LJ(12,6) potential with reduced variables of ilT = 1.8 and ^<^=15.0.
n Re{ln) Re{rn) 7m(r„)
0 21.381 2.065 -5.931 1.117
1 20.588 4.764 7.494 5.392
2 20.308 7.658 2.792 -3.108
3 20.491 10.449 0.251 -1.495
4 20.963 12.997 0.092 -0.684
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Table 4.3: Semiclassical results for the Regge pole positions and residues of the
LJ(12,6) potential with reduced variables of K = 2.0 and Ao.=15.8.
n Re{ln) Im{ln) Re{rn)
0 22.165 2.297 -6.509 1.543
1 21.410 5.035 7.969 5.488
2 21.152 7.940 2.949 -3.267
3 21.337 10.741 0.260 -1.597
4 21.807 13.307 0.081 -0.731
5 22.414 15.627 0.118 -0.425
6 23.069 17.741 0.149 -0.291
7 23.730 19.695 0.167 -0.220
8 24.378 21.527 0.179 -0.176




Figure 4.1: Regge pole positions for one value of E for the LJ(12,6) potential.
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In agrees with quantum results to within 0.4%. However for the residue as in
Table 2, the semiclassicai r„ for n=0 is in error by 9%, decreasing to 1% for n=5.
4.4 Results for the LJ(6,4) Potential
The potential is defined by
V{r) = {21li)e[C-) -C-)] (4.11)
r r
and the parameters used in Eq.(4.11) and the RSE Eq.(4.1) are
e = 6.97235 x IQ-^V
a = 1.07151 X 10'®cm
fjL = 1.63178 X lO'^'^^
E = 8.01051 X lO'^V.
Together with h = 1.0547 x 10“^^Js, these values correspond to reduced
units used in the quantum calculations. They approximate the elastic scattering
of H'^ by At.
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Table 4.4: Semiclassical results for the Regge pole positions and residues of the
LJ(6,4) potential with reduced variables of K=2.0 i4<,=68.6.
n Reiln) Re{rn)
0 111.931 21.093 -1.341x10® 2.425x10^
1 111.223 22.895 5.932x10® 3.364x10“
2 110.538 24.722 1.333x10“ -2.088x10“
3 109.877 26.572 -1.295x10“ -5.600x10®
4 109.242 28.445 2.732x10“ 3.184x10“
5 108.633 30.337 2.178x10“ -1.010x10“
6 108.054 32.251 -1.886x10“ 7.262x10“
7 107.503 34.181 2.494x10“ 2.083x10“
8 106.983 36.126 1.151x10“ -4.251x10“
9 106.495 38.085 -5.117x10“ 4.526x10“
The positions and residues of the first 9 poles for K=2.000, A=68.600 and
B=2350.000 are shown in tables 3 and 4. The calculations are made from Eq.(4.7)
and Eq.(4.8).
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Figure 4.2: Regge pole positions for one value of E for the LJ(6,4) potential.
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4.5 Results for the Repulsive (1/r^^) Potential





The calculations for Regge pole positions and residues are made from Eq. (4.7)
and Eq. (4.8) respectively with K=5.000 and B=156.000.
Table 4.5: Semiclassical results for the Regge pole positions and residues of the
repulsive (1/r^^) potential with reduced variables of K=5.0 and 24<^=27.95.
n Re{ln) Im{ln) Re(r-„) /m(r’„)
0 32.740 10.462 0.495 0.511
1 33.053 13.474 0.750 0.028
2 33.582 16.278 0.562 0.170
3 34.235 18.866 0.431 0.182
4 34.943 21.260 0.367 -0.159
5 35.666 23.496 0.335 -0.139
6 36.384 25.605 0.316 -0.125
7 37.088 27.612 0.304 -0.116
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A Regge trajectory is the path traced out by ln{E) in the complex I plane
as E varies from — oo to +oo. It is one of the most important properties of a
Regge pole. It may happen that an experimental observation can be explained
in terms of a few Regge poles. Figures (4.4), (4.5), and (4.6) show some Regge
trajectories for n=0, 5, 10 and 20 respectively. The range of K is from 2-10, 5-100,












Figure 4.6: Regge trajectories for the Repulsive(l/r^^) potentiai.
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4.7 Breakdown of the Method at Higher
Energies
The validity of the method at higher energies was investigated. This was
done by increasing the energy E or the reduced variable K. At and above certain
approximate values of K the Im/„ tends to decrease. Which is a contradiction to
the properties of a Regge pole. K=10.500, 4.948 and 130.000 are the approximate
energies at and above which the method breaks for the LJ(12,6), LJ(6,4) and the
repulsive potentials respectively, see tables 4-6, 4-7,aand 4-8.
Table 4.6: Semiclassical results for the Regge pole positions for the LJ(12,6)









Table 4.7: Semiclassical results for the Regge pole positions for the LJ(6,4) po¬







Table 4.8: Semiclassical results for the Regge pole positions for the repulsive









In this thesis, we calculated the Regge pole positions and residues using
the semiclassical (WKB) approximation. The Regge properties for the LJ(12,6),
LJ(6,4) and the repulsive 1/r^^ potentials are investigated at B=125.000, 2350.000,
and 156.25 respectively. The Regge pole positions move more or less directly away
from the real axis with increasing n. The LJ(12,6) and the repulsive 1/r^^ po¬
tentials are also compared for their Regge properties. Thus, The attractive part
of the LJ potential in general brings the location of the pole positions near the
real axis (Figure 4.4). The LJ(6,4) potential at B=2350.000 approximates the
elastic scattering of by Ar. The Bohr-Sommerfeld formula ceases to function
at and above K=10.5 for LJ(12,6) potential, K=4.948 for LJ(6,4) potential and
K=130.000 for the repulsive 1/r^^ potential. This is the main work of the thesis.
We can thus outhne an approach to the computation of exact pole positions and
residues. Depending on the potential under study and the poles of interest one
would select the appropriate method based on the results of section 4.7.
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